BRENTWOOD, N.H. — A Rockingham County Jail corrections officer faces charges after he allegedly spit on an inmate.

Officer William Eusebio was indicted on charges of criminal threatening by an on-duty law enforcement officer and attempted simple assault.

The charges stem from an incident in February.
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We need to expect high standards from those on the right side of the law.

Agreed. Unfortunately, the justice system has several objectives which don’t nest neatly together.

Actually, it appears to be lacking in true objectives.

The entire prison system needs an enem@ as it too often serves to do the opposite of rehabilitating inmates.

It is impossible to rehabilitate in prison, as it is a controlled environment, lacking the same set of stimuli which exists in society.

I disagree. It’s an inadequately controlled environment in which there is a society driven by gangs. Outlining a complete solution would take pages, but the first notion that could improve things if adopted is that all prisoners should be forced to graduate from prison through a series of achievements rather than be released based solely on time.

I was in the nah state prison for two years and it changed me so I would have to say it does help some.

Well put Ted, you are right!

Some of these correctional officers are interchangeable with those on the other side of the bars.
I can imagine. I've never been incarcerated so I have no experiences to share. I have met some CO's that seem to be quite good people in general.

3 • Reply • Share

@crank Bubba's back! • a day ago

And most are - some just can't handle the power. Think Fern Ornelas.

3 • Reply • Share

@Dookins @crank • a day ago

Yeah we'll see how you react if an inmate smears a handful of shit in your face

1 • Reply • Share

@crank @Dookins • a day ago

I'm sorry - I wasn't aware that was the case here.

3 • Reply • Share

@SybilSmart @crank • a day ago

It wasn't the case here

3 • Reply • Share

@crank @SybilSmart • a day ago

Thanks -

2 • Reply • Share

@CSI1 @Dookins • a day ago

If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen!

1 • Reply • Share

@Dookins @CSI1 • a day ago

Easy conclusion for you as you respond from your nice, comfy riviera. You probably would of just started crying.

• Reply • Share

@Ben Rist @Dookins • a day ago

They just have to smile and take it.

• Reply • Share

@question everything Bubba's back! • a day ago

A few interesting studies have been done on the mentalities of both COs and prisoners, pretty interesting stuff, and if true the findings showed that while someone can be a great upstanding citizen that either position is likely to cause certain behaviors that the same person would not likely commit when outside of the prison environment. All f the subjects both in the CO roles and the prisoner roles had no criminal histories, so I think it says a lot about how the system is structured and how it affects human nature.

1 • Reply • Share

@yazorbird @question everything • a day ago

How can a subject in the prisoner role have no criminal history?
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riritchie • a day ago
He will probably get a harsher punishment than the Criminal Seabrook "peace" Officer.

NH Thoughts → riritchie • a day ago
And Bedford Coco

rottiforyou • a day ago
Ok now send him up to work in a real prison, and see how long he last.

rich42 → rrottiforyou • 19 hours ago
Been in the profession. Working in the prison is a better deal as far as being a CO goes. County CO'S are dealing with inmates fresh off the streets still detoxing and willing to harm others. Prison inmates are sentenced and understand how to do their time. Aside from obvious exceptions the day to day work in a jail is far more stressful and harsh than in a prison.

Claire63 • a day ago
Wow, it's usually the other way around.

Sarah3 → Claire63 • 20 hours ago
It isn't typically saliva that they spew at the COs.

Claire63 → Sarah3 • 17 hours ago
I was afraid of that Ewww

Sarah3 → Claire63 • 17 hours ago
Sorry

Mack Dog • a day ago
The prisoners have more rights than the cops! Laughing stock of the world!

Tim Thompson → Mack Dog • a day ago
Of course, and the prisoner was just made a hero in prison for getting a corrections officer busted.

Robert • a day ago
If this guy gets more time then that puke that beat the 3 year old I'm going to spit.

yazorrbird → Robert • a day ago
Start spitting young man!

Angel of Death 7246 • a day ago
Thanks for all of the details WMUR.

Jason Knox  a day ago
That's impressive. It would be more respectable if he had hit him or tripped him up while shackled up. But to spit??!! what a biotch thing to do.

SybilSmart  a day ago
I don't care who you are, where you work or anything else if you spit in someone's face you need to be held accountable.

SybilSmart  yazorbird  a day ago
But you can spit elsewhere?

SybilSmart  yazorbird  4 hours ago
No I think spitting anywhere is disgusting. If you want to spit keep it in your own house or car no one else should have to deal with it.

Jeannine Dawn Arreta  a day ago
From February?

Walter  a day ago
Give him a promotion.

NHnative.streetjustice  a day ago
Another corrupt piggy, rockingham is full of them

Mack Dog  a day ago
This guy has the right to spit on anybody he wants to. Even a prisoner! It's free country....just think they spit on our L O R D! I have to spell it this way otherwise they delete it. I thought I could leave it but my free speech right is taken away Even if I'm trying to prove a point......what a disgrace we are the laughing stock of the world!

akatst  Mack Dog  a day ago
You're pretty funny. I like how you intentionally write like an illiterate 4th grader to stress your point.

BigJack110  a day ago
YAWN for lack of a news story.

Mike Litoris  a day ago
HAHAHA
Epic

Tim Thompson  a day ago
Headline should read "Corrections officer to be corrected"
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